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Introduction While working professionally as graphic designers, both David & Carl maintain parallel active  
artistic practices exploring forms of photographic production. This two-part “pop-up exhibition”  
formally introduces their recent works to a wider audience through welcoming friends and  
colleagues into their private spaces for viewing and dialogue. 

LOS ANGELES February 24 – March 25, 2018

SAN FRANCISCO January 13 – February 11, 2018



Artist Statement David Karwan 
Kodak Dye Diffusion Prints

David Karwan’s photographic work blurs the line 
between photography and painting. The work 
presented here is the result of an ongoing exploration 
of the collection, manipulation, and the amalgamation 
of Kodak instant print film produced from 1976 to 1984. 
The expired Kodak film has encouraged and cultivated 
his practice of creating cameraless photographs 
incorporating elements of chance. Since this film 
expired between the early and mid 1980s, each photo 
(or pack) become a unique investigation. While the 
properties or past conditions of the film stock may be 
unknown, Karwan’s intrigued by the surprises that may 
arise from familiar materials or technologies that we 
think we know or have forgotten. The film’s scale and 
materiality also support his interest in how photographs 
can be physical objects presented as forms of 
curiosities or specimens.

Kodak Instant Construction #20 
Construction notes: 3 × 3 

Date: 2017 

Medium: Kodak Dye Diffusion print 
Art Dims: 11.4375 × 12 inches 



Carl Bean-Larson 
Reticulations

My photographic practice is based on a mode of 
documentary abstraction. I explore and survey public 
landscapes, using a camera to decontextualize and 
extract fragments of the world. My work is characterized 
by a strong graphic nature, with an underlying focus  
on time, place, and publicness.

Reticulation is defined as “a pattern or arrangement 
of interlacing lines resembling a net,” or in relation to 
photography as “the formation of a network of wrinkles 
or cracks in a photographic emulsion.” 
 
My photographic series, Reticulations, is a typological 
exploration of grids, in both content and form. From my 
ongoing interest in the industrial vernacular elements 
of our public environments, I began photographing 
chain link fencing for its qualities of pattern, modularity, 
layering and semi-transparency, and for its unique 
ability to be both window and wall. The finished works 
reference the duality of the definition above, by cracking 
the photographic surface into modular units, thereby 
connecting both subject and object.

Artist Statement

Shown: Reticulation: Green (detail) 
Digital Photograph 
Dates: 2016/2017  
Print: Digital on Kodak Endura Metallic 

Face-Mounted to 1/8” Acryclic 
Finished Size: 32” x 48” Finished

24 Tiles, Each 8” x 8”



San Francisco1191 Oak

January 13 – February 11, 2018

















Los Angeles 435 S. Mariposa

February 24 – March 25, 2018

















For more information →

A huge thank you to MB Maher for everything, and 
to all of our family, friends, and colleagues that attended  
and helped us with this exhibition.

Documentation Photography by CBL 
Install & Event Photography by MB Maher

davidkarwan@gmail.com carlbeanlarson@gmail.com
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